**Simple Mount - Small and Large**

* **Simple Mount Small**
  - (3.5” x 7.0” x .25”)
  - *Holds 15 pounds!*
  - *Available in Post lengths: 8”, 12”, 18”, 24”, and 36”*

* **Simple Mount Large**
  - (9.0” x 11.5” x .375”)

Wheelchair Attachment

- Insert the Simple Mount post into the Wheelchair Bracket (WB2)
- See website for instructions on how to use the WB2

Wheelchair bracket is attached to a wheelchair using Mount’n Mover hardware (sold separately) See website

**Lip Supports**

- Simple Mount Small includes 1 Lip Support 1/2” tall x 2” long
- Simple Mount Large includes 2 Lip Supports 1” tall x 2” long

*Additional Lip Supports sold separately*

**CAUTION!**

- Do not loosen or remove bolt!
- Caution! Do not use as a lift support

Max load 15 lbs!

**Offset Option**

- Offset the Simple Mount LG 1-3/8” to the right or the left

Use a #T15 Torx wrench (included) to remove the screws holding the tray to the hinge. Move the tray to the desired offset location and tighten the screws.
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**Lip Supports: Attaching**

1. Wipe surface of the tray and bottom of the lip support with the included alcohol pad. This greatly increases the strength of the connection when attaching the lip support to the tray.

2. **Important!!** Place tape on furthest edge from bend of lip support. This provides the most strength!

**Create a channel** (may require additional Lip Supports, sold separately)

- Attach two Lip Supports together to form a “channel” to hold your device.
- Large Lip Support channel has depth of 1 inch. Small Lip is 1/2 inch.
- Showing channel configuration with the tape placed furthest away from bend on lip support.
- Example of Lip Support “channels” attached to the Large Simple Mount.

**Additional Lip Supports Available:**

- #TRA-LS-1
  - Large Lip Supports (set of six - 1” tall x 2” long)
- #TRA-LS-1/2
  - Small Lip Supports (set of six - 1/2” tall x 2” long)

**Important!!**

- Simple Mount Large includes two Lip Supports
- Simple Mount Small includes one Lip Support

**Table Attachment**

- Use a Table Clamp to attach to a table.

**Floor Stand**

- Combine with a Floor Stand for a mobile surface.

**Double Decker**

- Combine with a Single or Dual Arm to make a double decker.
- Remove the Link Cube from the Link Bracket. Place it in the desired position on the post and reattach the Link Cube to the Link Bracket.
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